
Caution:this plane is not a toy!

Before use ,please carefully read this 

manual.

Wing Span:75.9in/1930mm;Flying Weight:4800-5300g;

Engine:40-50CC GAS;

Radio:4channels 6servos;Wing Area:66.2sq.dm;

Length:70.4in/1790mm;



KIT CONTENTS



Connect the aileron and main

wing with horns.

The finished picture as shown.

Pay attention to glue firmly.

 

Cut away covering film for 

the servo.

MAIN WINGS



Measure the length of the 

tri-horns assembly and mark.

Drill a hole on the mark place

Assemble the tri-horn as shown



Install the tri-horn and servo

arm with pushrod as shown.

Pull out the extention from 

the rib of the main wing.

Cut off the film for the 

joiner assemble along the edge

of the hole in fuselage.



Connect the main wings and 

the fuselage with joiner.

Also pull the extension 

into the fuselage.

Connect the elevator to the 

stabilizer with horns.

Cut off the film of the 

elevator along the hole edge.

ELEVATOR & RUDDER SERVOS

Nylon
Screw



Insert the stabilizer and glue

the elevator securitly.

Gather the tri-horns wires and

other spare parts as shown.

Link the elevator servo to

the elevator with pushrod.



Attach straper to rudder

control horn on both sides

of the rudder.

Gather the tail gear and spare

parts as shown.

Attach the steering springs 

on both sides of the tail

wheel to the rudder tiller 

and tail wheel tiller.

Center the springs between

both tillers.

TAIL WHEEL



Gather the landing gear and

spare parts as shown.

Screw the wheel to the 

landing gear.

Be assured that the screw 

is fixed up.

Install the wheel cover,

and fix it up to landing

gear with two TP screws.

MAIN LANDING GEAR



Install the landing gear 

with 3 screws.

Gather the engine and spare

parts as shown.

 

 

ENGINE



Engine final assembly

is completed.

Put the fuel tank in the right

position.

FUEL TANK



Install the linkage servo

as shown.

Install the canopy securitly.

Fixup the canopy with TP 

screw on each side of the 

canopy.

CANOPY



Install the cowling with 

four TP screws.

A=A1

B=B1

BALANCE TEST

COWLING



CG POSITION & CONTROL THROWS

67mm

67mm



FINISHED PHOTO


